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Abstract. The research project CASCOM (Context-aware Business Ap-
plication Service Co-ordination in Mobile Computing Environments) will
implement, validate, and trial value-added support for business services
for mobile workers and users across mobile and fixed networks. The vi-
sion of the CASCOM approach is that ubiquitous application services
are flexibly co-ordinated and pervasively provided to the mobile users by
intelligent agents in dynamically changing contexts of open, large-scale,
pervasive environments.

1 CASCOM Overview

The essential approach of the research project CASCOM is the innovative com-
bination of agent technology, semantic Web services, P2P, and mobile comput-
ing for intelligent P2P (IP2P) mobile service environments. The services of our
environment are provided by agents exploiting the coordination infrastructure
to efficiently operate in highly dynamic environments. The IP2P infrastructure
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includes efficient communication means, support for context-aware adaptation
techniques, as well as dynamic service discovery and composition planning.

Software agents will be a key technology to address the challenges of our
architecture. IP2P networks provide an environment for agents to collaborate
as peers sharing information, tasks, and responsibilities with each other. Agents
help to manage the P2P network complexity, and they will improve the function-
ality of conventional P2P systems. Our innovations in this domain will concern
the development of context-aware agent-based semantic Web services, and flex-
ible resource-efficient co-ordination of such services in the nomadic computing
field. Further, context-awareness is investigated in the context of IP2P environ-
ment and we will develop context-aware agents which provide various business
application services.

Service co-ordination mechanisms of P2P systems can be applied to multi-
agent systems to improve their efficiency. Although this may be accepted on a
conceptual level, the combination of agents and P2P environments certainly de-
serves more innovative research, especially regarding nomadic environments. The
dynamic topology of IP2P networks, characteristics of wireless network connec-
tions, and the limited capacity of mobile devices pose several challenges that have
been addressed inadequately in service discovery architectures. In CASCOM, we
will investigate mechanisms for service discovery algorithms for dynamic IP2P
environments.

The problem of service co-ordination can be split into several sub prob-
lems: discovery, composition planning, execution monitoring, and failure recov-
ery. CASCOM will advance the state of the art by carrying out innovative re-
search on how these problems can be solved in IP2P environments. Especially
CASCOM will provide flexible and efficient matching algorithms to be performed
in large scale and resource limited IP2P environments.

Using AI planning formalisms in service composition and planning are devel-
oped for problems where the number of operators is relatively small but where
plans can be complex. In Web service composition for open, large-scale IP2P
environments planning methods dealing with huge number of possible service
are required. However, plans are not necessarily very complex, and therefore
planning methods must follow more closely the structure of the service directo-
ries. CASCOM will develop planning mechanisms that establish plan fragments
directly on top of the service directory to solve this problem.

In general, it is expected that the outcomes of the project will have significant
impact on the creation of a next-generation global, large-scale intelligent service
environment. Both, research results on methods for service provision, discovery,
composition and monitoring, and the deployed prototype of an open IP2P service
environment in the context of nomadic computing will advance the state of the
art of European and world knowledge in areas related to the deployment of
services in open systems.

More information about CASCOM can be found from our homepage at
http://www.ist-cascom.org/.


